1. On or about that date at mid afternoon after parking, I asked Bob Armstorng who was outside if my
car was parked ok. It was backed up to a fence and pointed out. Bob said it was ok in the presence of
Matt Walker to whom I was introduced as a tenant on the property.
Matt was holding an electronic smoking device, but when he inhaled on it several times I did not notice
tobacco smoke to which I am allergic, but nonetheless instinctively stepped back two steps.
I observed the Fire Department arrive after I parked. I asked the fire engine driver if my car was in the
way, and he said, "No, not all." A fireman said they were there for a wild fire report that was called in.
I could not see any smoke anywhere on the horizon.
(On recollection later, I inferred that Matt as the apparent source of the report was possibly
hallucinating.)
2. I subsequently had three (3) physical confrontations with Matt, but none with physical touching
contact:
2.1. After the fire truck departed, I was outside when Matt, after inhaling from his electronic device,
became visibly excited and agitated. Matt verbally offered two times for me to take his smoking device
with the words, "Don't you want this?" and later "I'm offering it to you!" Matt moved the smoking
device toward my hand, to which I recoiled my hand and stepped backward a second time.
I announced I was continuously in AA going on 38-years and deemed cannabis to be an alcoholic
substitute.
Matt continued many times to inhale from the smoking device as he lectured me in a confrontational
manner, by standing directly in front of me, and wagging his finger at me.
Matt said, "Cannabis never once killed anyone, but alcohol does all the time." In an even louder and
defensive voice Matt said, "I run a huge blog on the internet about psychedelics, and I am considered
an international authority on hallucinogens. Bill Wilson, the founder of AA, advocated and promoted
LSD."
I denied that Bill Wilson was the founder of AA (he was co-founder with Dr Bob Smith). I denied that
Wilson used LSD after his initial experiments with Aldous Huxley and others, which failed, and said to
Matt, "All of this is well documented in the AA literature."
I said, "I knew Jim Watt who in the 1960's was an investigator at the VA Hospital in Palo Alto with
Humphrey's [Osmond] group. LSD failed to help schizophrenic or alcoholic veterans there, so the
study was discontinued. Watt hated what Leary and Ram Dass did in Cambridge."
Matt said, "You are a dinosaur operating on antique data, and you don't know what you are talking
about."
At that point as Matt's belligerent harangue and shouting outburst continued, I turned away and walked
toward Bob's house, as Bob led the way slowly with his slight limp.
2.2. About 15-minutes later inside, Matt from outside banged on a sliding glass door with his fist. Bob
opened the door, and Matt stormed through to complain to Bob that my car was blocking the road. Bob
denied my car was in the way. Rather than argue with Matt about anything, I said, "So, I'll move it".
Matt was blocking my egress, so I had to walk around him to get through the door.
2.3. Outside as I began to climb the steps, Matt was yelling and so close behind me that I feared Matt
could cause me to trip. Consequently I walked faster. Matt said, "You have antique data, cannabis
never killed anyone, and Bill Wilson used LSD." At the top of the steps Matt stopped yelling and broke
off from chasing me. As I entered my car, I heard Bob, whom I could not see down the steps, say very
loudly, "No!". I subsequently drove off of the property forthwith.
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